We prove a quantitative version of Gordon's Theorem concerning absence of eigenvalues for Jacobi matrices and Sturm-Liouville operators with complex coefficients.
Introduction
In this paper we study the absence of eigenvalues for (discrete) Jacobi operators (H a,b u)(n) := a(n + 1)u(n + 1) + b(n)u(n) + a(n)u(n − 1) (n ∈ Z) where a, b ∈ ℓ ∞ (Z) such that 1 a(·) ∈ ℓ ∞ (Z), and analogously (continuum) SturmLiouville operators H a,µ u := −∂a∂u + uµ, where a ∈ L ∞ (R) such that 1 a ∈ L ∞ (R) and µ is locally a complex Radon measure (for precise definitions on µ see Section 3 below).
Under the assumption that the coefficients of the operators can be (locally) approximated by periodic ones in a suitable sense we prove absence of eigenvalues for these operators. While in the Jacobi case we will work with ℓ ∞ -approximation, for the Sturm-Liouville case we use approximation in L 1 (R) for a and a weak Wasserstein-type metric for µ. Controlling the approximation rate in a quantitative way we obtain lower bounds on the modulus of eigenvalues, where the bound is determined by the (norms of the) coefficents of the operator and the approximation rate.
In this way, our result may be seen as a quantitative version of Gordon's Theorem, which first appeared in [6] , and since then was subsequently generalized [7, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 8, 12] . However, all the previous results stick to the case of (discrete or continuum) Schrödinger operators, and except of [12] to a qualitative statement in the self-adjoint case. The first quantitative result appeared in [12] for not necessarily self-adjoint continuum Schrödinger operators on L 2 (R), where the eigenvalue bound is proven to be sharp.
We will not only consider the operators in ℓ 2 (Z) and L 2 (R), respectively, but in c 0 (Z) and C 0 (R), so that we in turn obtain eigenvalue bounds also for the whole ℓ p (Z) and L p (R) scale for 1 p < ∞. Note that all the sequence and function spaces we will work with are complex-valued, so that the coefficients may be complex, thus obtaining (in general) non-self-adjoint operators.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we deal with the discrete Jacobi case, where we also provide an example for quasiperiodic coefficients. Section 3 is devoted to the continuum Sturm-Liouville case. Here, we will also comment on optimality of our eigenvalue bound. In the appendix we provide discrete and continuum versions of Gronwall's lemma and a short lemma on norms of SL(2, C)-matrices.
The Jacobi case
For sequences a, b ∈ ℓ ∞ (Z) such that 1 a(·) ∈ ℓ ∞ (Z) we consider the Jacobi matrix H a,b : c 0 (Z) → c 0 (Z), where c 0 (Z) is the space of complex sequences with index set Z converging to 0 at ±∞, defined by (H a,b u)(n) := a(n + 1)u(n + 1) + b(n)u(n) + a(n)u(n − 1) (n ∈ Z).
We are going to prove the following theorem. 
Then H a,b does not have any eigenvalues with modulus less than
The condition (1) in the preceding theorem states that the difference of the three pieces (a(n + 1), b(n)) n∈{−pm+1,...,0} , (a(n + 1), b(n)) n∈{1,...,pm} and (a(n + 1), b(n)) n∈{pm+1,...,2pm} tends to zero (as m → ∞) faster than the exponential e −Cpm . This may be seen as a quantitative (in the sense of the exponential rate) version of Gordon's condition for potentials of discrete Schrödinger operators, see e.g. [6] . In case condition (1) holds true for all C > 0, we obtain an analogue of Gordon's theorem [6] for Jacobi matices.
. Assume that condition (1) holds true for all C > 0. Then H a,b does not have any eigenvalues.
Note that since ℓ p (Z) ⊆ c 0 (Z) for all 1 p < ∞, we obtain the same result for H a,b considered as an operator in ℓ p (Z) with 1 p < ∞. Remark 2.4. Such a result cannot hold in ℓ ∞ (Z), since periodic Jacobi matrices (i.e., Jacobi matrices with periodic sequences a and b) have periodic eigensolutions (which are therefore in ℓ ∞ (Z)).
We will split the proof into several lemmas.
Lemma 2.5. Let a, b ∈ ℓ ∞ (Z), a(n) = 0 for all n ∈ Z, z ∈ C and u : Z → C. The following are equivalent:
(a) u is a solution of the difference equation
where
Proof. "(a) ⇒ (b)": Fix m, n ∈ Z and let
.
Then T z (m, n) is linear and thus can be represented by a matrix (which we will also denote by T z (m, n)). Since u satisfies the difference equation, we compute
Thus,
which means that u satisfies the difference equation.
Note that det T z (m, n) = 1 for all m, n ∈ Z. Furthermore, T z (m, n) "depends locally" on a and b, i.e. T z (m, n) depends only on a(k + 1) and b(k) for k ∈ {min{m, n} + 1, . . . , max{m, n}}.
Proof. By periodicity of a and b we have
The Cayley-Hamilton Theorem yields (since det T = 1)
In case |tr T | 1, applying this equation to (u(1), a(1)u(1)) ⊤ we observe
, and therefore
; n ∈ {p, 2p} 1 2
respectively, satisfying
Then, for n ∈ Z, we have
Proof. First, assume that n > 0. We have
The Gronwall inequality in Lemma A.1 yields the assertion for n > 0. For n 0 we similarly obtain
Applying again the Gronwall inequality in Lemma A.1 and taking into account Lemma B.1 concludes the proof for n 0.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let z ∈ C with |z| <
and u a solution of the difference equation
Assume that u = 0; then without loss of generality let 
Since for n ∈ Z we can estimate
we obtain
Hence, it follows
We now apply Lemma 2.7 withã = a m ,b = b m andũ = u m . With the notation from this Lemma we obtain (noting that A(n) = M z (n))
and similarly
Thus, we have
Thus, for n ∈ {−p m , . . . , 2p m } we obtain
Since
By assumption on |z| we obtain
Cpm for large m, so the right-hand side in (2) tends to zero as m → ∞. Hence, there exists m 0 ∈ N, such that for all m m 0 we have
for all m ∈ N by Lemma 2.6, we conclude that lim sup
Since inf n∈Z |a(n)| > 0 this implies lim sup |n|→∞ |u(n)| > 0, and therefore u / ∈ c 0 (Z).
for suitable B > 0 and a suitable sequence ( pm qm ) in Q. Note that the set of all such numbers α is a dense G δ set. Set a(n) :=ã(α · n) and b(n) :=b(α · n) for all n ∈ N. Then by the Hölder continuity and the assumption on α we observe
for all k ∈ Z and m ∈ N, and similarly for b. Thus, (1) is satisfied for all C > 0, and therefore H a,b does not have any eigenvalues.
The Sturm-Liouville case
We say that µ : {B ⊆ R; B is a bounded Borel set} → C is a local measure if 1 K µ := µ(· ∩ K) is a complex Radon measure for any compact set K ⊆ R. Then there exist a (unique) nonnegative Radon measure ν on R and a measurable function σ : R → C such that |σ| = 1 ν-a.e. and 1 K µ = 1 K σν for all compact sets K ⊆ R. The total variation of µ is defined by |µ| := ν. Let M loc (R) be the space of all local measures on R.
A local measure µ ∈ M loc (R) is called uniformly locally bounded if
Let M loc,unif (R) denote the space of all uniformly locally bounded local measures. The space M loc,unif (R) naturally extends L 1,loc,unif (R) to measures. Given a ∈ L ∞ (R) such that 1 a ∈ L ∞ (R) and µ ∈ M loc,unif (R) we consider the differential operator
in C 0 (R) (the space of continuous functions on R converging to 0 at ±∞), where the terms are interpreted in the sense of distributions.
Remark 3.1. We will also consider this operator in L p (R), where 1 p < ∞. Then C 0 (R) has to be replaced by L p (R). . . . dµ s < t,
1,loc (R) and −∂a∂u + uµ = zu in the sense of distributions.
Proof. The first estimate is trivial. For the second estimate note that
so there exists t 0 ∈ I such that |u ′ (t 0 +)| 2 u| I ∞ . For t ∈ I we compute
which proves the second inequality. Now, choose s 0 ∈ I such that |u(s 0 )| = u| I ∞ . Then
for all t ∈ R with s 0 + t ∈ I. Hence, we conclude
There is also a unique realization of −∂a∂ + µ via Sturm-Liouville theory, cf. [5] . To this end, for
Hence, (A a,µ u)
Remark 3.6. Proposition 3.5 remains true if we consider the operators in L p (R) with 1 p < ∞. Furthermore, considering the operators in L 2 (R), if additionally a takes values only in a sector around the positive real axis, we obtain an equivalent characterization of H a,µ via sectorial forms; cf. [12, Remark 3.5 and Theorem 3.6] in case of Schrödinger operators.
Since the operator is now defined, we will next focus on measuring distances of elements in M loc,unif (R).
Definition. For µ ∈ M loc,unif (R) and a set I ⊆ R (which will usually be an interval) we define
For µ ∈ M loc,unif (R) we define ϕ µ : R → C by
Proposition 3.7 (see [12, Proposition 2.7, Remark 2.8 and Lemma 2.9]). Let µ ∈ M loc,unif (R) and x ∈ R. Then
Hence, there exists c x = c µ,x ∈ C, such that
Moreover, c µ,0 can be chosen such that |c µ,0 | µ unif . Furthermore, for α, β ∈ Z, α −1, β 1 and k ∈ Z ∩ [α, β − 1] we have We can now state Gordon's Theorem for Sturm-Liouville operators. Taking into account the estimate in Lemma 3.3 we see that an L p (R)-eigenfunction for the L p (R) operator is in fact an C 0 (R)-eigenfunction for the C 0 (R) operator. Hence, we obtain the following corollary.
. Assume that (3) holds true. Then H a,µ , considered as an operator in L p (R), does not have any eigenvalues with modulus less than C Again, we provide several lemmas for the proof of the theorem.
The following are equivalent:
(a) u is a solution of the equation
and u N (·; s), u D (·; s) are the (Neumann and Dirichlet) solution(s) of Hu = zu satisfying
Proof. "(a)⇒(b)": Fix s, t ∈ R and let
Then T z (t, s) is linear and can be represented by a matrix, which we will also denote by T z (t, s). By the initial conditions for the Neumann and Dirichlet solution we observe
Differentiating the second equality, taking into account that u N (·; s) and u D (·; s) are solutions and noting the first equality yields
Hence, u is a solution of H a,µ u = zu.
Proof. Writing + 1) , we obtain the assertion for t 0.
For t > 0 we set
The Gronwall's inequality in Lemma A.2 yields
For s ↓ t we the assertion follows, since ν((0, t]) ν unif (|t| + 1).
, and u andũ two solutions of H a,µ u = 0 and Hã ,μũ = 0, respectively, satisfying
Then, for s, t ∈ R we have
Proof. Without loss of generality, let s = 0. Integrating by parts, we obtain
Multiplying by T µ (t, 0) yields the assertion, since T µ (t, 0)T µ (r, 0) −1 = T µ (t, r).
, c ∈ C and u andũ two solutions of H a,µ u = 0 and Hã ,μũ = 0, respectively, satisfying
Then there exists a constant C > 0 depending only on ω and μ unif such that
Proof. By Lemma 3.13 we obtain
Since u D (t, t) = 0 we have
Fubini's Theorem then implies
We now estimate ω|t−s| for all s, t ∈ R. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.3 we have (ãũ
,
The proof for the case t ∈ [α, 0) is analogous.
Proof. Without loss of generality, let µ = 0 (the case µ = 0 is trivial).
(i) We first assume that µ = ρλ with a density ρ ∈ C(R). Then au
Hence, ϕ(t) ϕ(s) exp(ω 
for all s, t ∈ R, s < t.
(ii) By [12, Proposition 2.5] there exists (µ n ) in M loc,unif (R) such that µ n has a smooth density and µ n unif µ unif for all n ∈ N, µ n − µ R → 0 and lim sup n→∞ |µ n |(I) |µ|(I) for all compact intervals I ⊆ R. Then [12, Lemma 2.4] implies 1 [ α, β]µ n → 1 [α,β] µ weakly for all α, β ∈ R such that µ({α}) = µ({β}) = 0.
(iii) For n ∈ N let u n be the solution of H a,µn u n = 0 such that u n (0) = u(0), (au n ) ′ (0+) = (au ′ )(0+) + c µ−µn,0 u(0). By Lemma 3.12, (u n ) is uniformly bounded on any compact interval, so Lemma 3.14 implies u n → u locally uniformly. Hence, for s, t ∈ R with µ({s}) = µ({t}) = 0 we obtain
By Lemma 3.3 also (au ′ n ) is uniformly bounded on [0, 1], so dividing by a(s) and integration with respect to s yields
Taking the limit n → ∞ noting (ii) we obtain
(v) For t > 0 there exist sequences s n ∈ [0, t) and (t n ) in [t, ∞) such that s n → 0, t n → t and µ({s n }) = µ({t n }) = 0 for all n ∈ N. Thus, from (iv) we deduce
Plugging in ω = µ unif 1 a
−1 ∞
1/2 yields the assertion for t 0. The case t < 0 is proved analogously.
We can proceed with the continuum version of Lemma 2.6. The proof is analogous to the discrete case in Lemma 2.6, so we omit it here.
, µ ∈ M loc,unif (R) and p > 0 such that a and µ are p-periodic. Let z ∈ C and u a solution of H a,µ u = zu. Then 
, we have
so for large m we obtain An analogous sharpening can also be done in our case, also yielding optimal bounds.
A Gronwall inequalities
Lemma A.1. Let (x n ) n∈N0 in [0, ∞), x 0 = 0, (α n ) n∈N0 in [1, ∞) and (β n ) n∈N0 in [0, ∞) such that x n+1 α n x n + β n (n ∈ N 0 ). (ii) Let 0 s < t. We now prove
Indeed, let S k be the set of all permutations of {1, . . . , k}. For σ ∈ S k let A k,σ (s, t) := (s 1 , . . . , s k ) ∈ (s, t) k s σ(1) < . . . < s σ(k) .
Then for σ = σ ′ we obtain A kσ (s, t) ∩ A k,σ ′ (s, t) = ∅. Furthermore,
Hence,
(iii) By (ii), we obtain
|u(s)| dµ(s) (n ∈ N, t 0).
Since u is locally integrable with respect to µ we obtain R n → 0 pointwise. Thus, (i) yields u(t) α(t) + 
B Unimodular Matrices
An n × n-matrix A with complex entries is called unimodular, if det A = 1. Let SL(n, C) be the set of all unimodular n × n-matrices.
Lemma B.1. For A ∈ SL(2, C) we have
Proof. By the Schur decomposition we may assume that We compute
Since these two matrices have the same traces and determinants, their characteristic polynomials are equal and therefore they have the same eigenvalues. Hence, A = A −1 .
